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GUSTAF SOBIN

ON AN INSTRUMENT WITHOUT NAME

nature being number, and
number, in its ebullient disorder, the very spores of
sound, had sought, therein, the
Jost radicals of some
late

ideation. holds but
hardly, you write. holds, but only by the slenderest
caulicles of a oncein-

dissociable determinant; by its
least
released seedlings. drift, then, through
those teased frequencies. there, where even flight's
in

flight, feed upon the fugue's each
decimated
measure. for blown, the
particles catch, flare. all's there; all's

1

well, you write. all's, at last,
restored, if only the
heart

enter the
fingertips, and the fingertips,
faultlessly, strike upon their each obliterated chord.

2

RAISED STAGE

... their mirrors aflame, they're
licking at
smoke, at the thin
hissing sparks -stigmatic rays- they've

generated. who, whose, this wedged
decor, this spectacle
with-

out spectators if not the
nobody's, bodies locked syncretic to the
labor of their own
un-

making. fume, that billowing
flower, the throw of
its

somnolent ash. see them, now, as they
sip, drawing, now, on nothing; no,
nothing whatso-

ever, while their lashes clamp shut against their own
in-

eluctable dissolving.
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NOW SMALL AND AMORPHOUS

-1::..

You took me when I was just an ass and transformed me into something tongue-in-cheek.
Finally squelching me between knuckle and thigh until I was forced to rely on my style and cocaine nerves.
In the way that we buy big things to prove stability, I signed on for a big tit op hoping to return colossal and fetching,
able to hire a more meticulous nipple-smith than you. While lost in the tempered vast of a stolid anesthesia
flashes of yellow kept distracting me as split fantasias jigged across my open chest
and swirled around the undone cleave. Then I came to, aghast and as flat as the Bandar Abbas plain.
Edited, whimpering as though I'd been spayed, a Ruth pulled from the field where she stooped and gathered grain.
The surgeon said it wasn't a mistake, pointing at you on the opposing metal table
My breasts sutured to your all swoll chest. Your head cocked, your mouth sucking away like an enfant terrible.
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VALUE TAUNTER

Charm, it seems, wears the anxious body down
All energy systems
eventually wear down
experiment with

prefer:deprive

the pores will adjust to the casual strain

in the final flush: the efflux of the hugecrush
the gestures,
triggered from the marrow,
rot through fermata
the cells tum cold
and the bones

their movement
and
sound

then curious,
a space in the tight phalanx:
a victim of too clever spiels
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I LIKE TO SPOON

1
iamobsessingand
iwanttoobsessand
tokeepobsessing
foraslongasican.
2

theobsessionwith
catherinedeneuve
justtransferedtom
eiamselfobsessed
3
intensesel fconsci
encehasplacedme
hereohiammyown
starcrossedlover
4

iamsquareidsayase
venonthefunkyme
terandiliketospoon
aloneandtoactitout
5
inrealtimerealspace
ivediscoveredrelics
inaholyplaceiowna
company:mybody
6
imalonealonelonel
ysosolonelyibitea
wayatmyfacewith
mylonesomefrown
7
ihavegivenuponde
signsandtheirconse
quencesiamabstra
ctintheselfishsense
8
imstraightupmyall
eyimjustmysizeige
tallmushygushywh
enistareintomyeyes
9
icanbeyoubetterth
anyouimamamoni
stkookiinterferetr
ansgressandbake
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JACLYN PIUDIK

SELECTIONS FROM A DREAM DICTIONARY

ALTAR:

You are going to die or get married.
Partner is optional.

APPLE,red:

You are damaged, but still delicious.

BINOCULARS:

In the theatre of the morning,
you are raw with tendency.

GINGER:

Dream of ginger's tuberous fingers
and you wish to make love between
the knobby roots of an elm tree.
your lover will have a bumpy penis.
Alternate: Stay away from cheap Thai food.

HEN, black:

You are afraid of death, black eggs,
poached, drizzle twilight on your forehead.
Now go back to sleep, enter into
smooth fields, boots sinking into mud,
sharp spaces in the sky.

LOVER, current:

See Apple, red.

LOVER, former:

See Apple, red.

PILOTING:

The Messiah is finally corning. On
a flying crucifix. Send him to Jerusalem
to rescue your mother, to Brooklyn
to kidnap the wife. Have him leave
the horse. Then, ride bareback to Mexico.

TRAP DOOR:

In the terrible honesty of the night
there is safety
in the relentless velvet rubbings
of lateness. Despising is mute.

7

WRINKLES:

You have just encountered a sour angel
from another generation.

YARN:

Ariadne is in the maze, doesn't want to be
found, doesn' t want out, doesn't want
to be found out. She is knitting wing-shaped
sweaters. Clink, clink. Pearl two. Shhh ....
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JEFFREY LITTLE
TOWARDS A THEORY FOR A UNIFIED FIELD

i am reminded to please wait through the silence, to
check my work pants at the door, but it's raining tiny
czarists over in delaware again & if i' m not mistaken
that pine tree pointing to the east like a cone-bearing
babe ruth has been moonlighting as an acre of com
silk behind an amish high-rise. for twelve days i've
repeated a mantra in front of a volcano of junk mail
just for a flash of dick dark in his aboriginal form,
the bunkers of back hair under the eye of an amulet
that is our shared heritage as we flounder forth into
a conception of field. time zones herniate all along
the frontiers like an old man lugging around a trunk
stuffed w/sacks of dank rice-i am halfway through
the silence, i am waiting for the subway car scuttling
in the kernel of every syllable that remains unspoken
& the doors that slide open simply to reveal the sun.
a broken bat rbi can be rendered only in alchemical
terms-you have to think through the sound-infer
the bloom out of the brownian motion of the ozone
& its correlation to the parchments tucked in a pair
of nylons discovered by a rotarian abob in great salt
lake. inside of every tone are a myriad of silences
& each one is waving a squeegee & a plastic bottle
of blue broth- i ' m the one nearest the wall, i march
in lock-step to the accompaniment of the rhetorical
thwokk! of the russian gentry as they take a dry dive
from the skies, the roadways curdling withe nesting
dolls that surfaced soon after their comet turned tail.
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MILESTONES & HERMENEUTIC MAPS

i.
a campfire carries w/in its embers a chain of encoded commands.
from the distance a sense of the sequence appears, an unrehearsed
history transmissable in a syntax of forgotten grasses & transitory
place names, open the hills & a sideshow's delivered, open a door

& you've got the gates. reading a coal talces time. hands become
a detriment to understanding, unscrew them & advance by smell,
talce note of nothing but the smell-the first step implies a limited
separation-extinctions, & the celebration of their curious accord.

ii.
in the desert the winds storm in from everywhere at once-living
there's an equation, a piece of the sand paired & twice bent back
to reveal the sunspots that control the climate. when the rain fell
it was seen for what it was, maintenance, & another's tum talcen.

whatever shifted did so out from under-a strand of lobster traps
half-buried in the dunes & the pairs of red corduroys that no one
explained-they passed them from hand to hand--over the heads
of the final settlers, storm clouds herded westward by the winds.

iii.
an intaglio of islands flecks the indian ocean, it's a transcription
from something larger, but what they hadn't talcen into account
were the tides. in the end a dodo is incidental. six leagues later
the feathers soon ripened into a focus deep brilliant below. sea
water ran in place. if in the approaching distant time a splendid
evensong arises from an opening in the earth then the cypresses
will unhook their hammocks & set out for the canoes moored by
the side of the strand. the trick here is in sensing when to jump.
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THE QUICKENS IS WHAT WEEDS ME FEAR
for James wright

every day now high-note trumpets hound me down
like a cropped quail for sport, it's like living inside
of a coffee cup, i can't even go for a walk anymore
w/out first examining my soul for seams-& when
the wind whips in like it's been whipping in today
i make certain to hook up my hip boots & i realize
that a urethane bowling ball is simply dead weight
if i can't take it & hold it in my hands like a swan.
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RYAN PHILIP KULEFSKY

TO SAY SOMETHING/MEAN SOMETHING TOO

"Thinking of Raworth, I shed my skin."
-Sir Konan Drum

(glee.) Bett
'er
the (spee
ches),
the long
(er)
the stash.
"Signs"
re:sist
ance
to "mean
(ing");
or vice
versa/
the verses
of
vice.
Tangle's
(ob)

durate
pang and
per(i)

12

sarc. Oye:
veys

mere. Shoot
him
on the
die.
And ground
can
of joe,
but
can Joe
count

his
abc(?)
In English?
One
hell of
specious
legions of
leeches
this side
for
that side,
ground
beef. Bat
'ter
up and
prime
cut or
deck
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the walls.
In.
Fect'ed
bladder;
her nine
Jives
order out
bounds
and food
for
(thought)think large.
Breasts
(a)round
buckets
from which
(Dada)
can be
read.
But witch
(es)
can't bucket
a

horse as
they'd
blush through
hef
(ty) blotch
(es)
ofblume.
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from SPERMOLOGIST (WITH AN L):
STREETS, A VENUES, AND BOULEVARDIER

Out from
dun
geon bay
(onettes):
:dogs
sweep
(ing)
my holy
ghost
and
slide
(ing).
A skirt's
(de)
vious plaid.
The
shit. Trib
une
Building
(rust)
that no
(one)
cleans at
all.
I said
'cleans

15

at all.'
Low
move
(ment)
cause
(d)

this si
(phon)
to bleed.
And pant.
To write
time
poems:
ask
(a)bout
crawling.
And bad,
bad
knows grey
(shears)
pre
(tension)
in civil
dress.
Nothing
is pre
(pared) or
"di"
rected
ladies

16

next door
re:
invent them
(selves)
=
bodies.
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MAUREEN SEATON

ALONG THE SIDE OF THE ROAD,
ALONG THE SIDE OF THE POND

This old mother caught in a firework of cells
like a womb filled with a certain child.
Strontium in her wooden bones
light within her warm and rosy, like coals
claiming ribs, blasting vertebrae
fashioned from a certain specific tribe of bones.
Creep me out, all these anti-cancers battling,
interlocking, all these luscious petroglyphs,
hosts of unseens, a rampant trolley
as of long ago, yet standing still.
Backbreakers, sword swallowers, ugly-wuglies,
girl-cells, silly anecdotes, a lake.
Holding hands from skull to this little piggy,
a time not unlike the mystery now,
wiry hairs sprinkling the drain like orphans,
the mystery sex
balding what's left of appetite
what's left of apples, honeydew, juicy figs.
A cardinal kamikazes against the same pane for weeks.
His look says something of desire.
He's hit his head so many times, the woman says,
but hungrier: / 'd die for an eclair,
you'd think he'd be dead by now/' d kill for a slab of chocolate cake.
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Bang. Still he leaves feathers
along the side of the road, along the side of the pond,
the length of the glass door, homocidal, macho,
malodorous, sacrosanct,
fighting owls, clowns, a bust of JFK,
circular, the way time appears to songbirds who know
(there's a woman dying in this house),
about death and then what will happen
whippoorwills waiting to claim her,
whether she will rise up or blow away.
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SHE SAT IN MY LAP LIKE A STONE

1. She flew into the burning maple beside the cupola and was gone.
2. Her face was a small face in the moon, a triangle bone.
3. She looked inside like looking into water.
4. A desert of teeth.
5. Her bones carried music to me from her life of dishes, cutlery, placemats.
6. She said, Your hands are always warm.
7. Stone in the mouth, stone in the tumbled sea.
8. The way a star reaches earth as a fig seed pointed downward.
9.
10. The children say: Your bones are beautiful, like the stalks of lilies.
11. A rainstick, a didgeridoo.
12. A protruding rib, a needle point.
13. shitfuckpiss.
14. Her spine held together by light. Her bones buzzed delirium.
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URSA MINOR

Once, in the mountbvtr whbhb
the bear hid from me trlpwing
I was evil with my smell
Once, in thb -olntains where
the grizzlies hid from me thinking
I was evil, smelling of grbed
Once in thb mounteoss where
the grizzly hidefrom mvc
Once in the mouintvlcs whbhb
the grizzly hid from me thinking
I was grebdy, bloodless,
and the road
I tell her. See the Palisades
The air from the Atlantic blew
spiriss around thb room tepid
with tv
The Atlantic blew spirits
asldpE the small room drugged
and drbe-y wisr tv light
ThbA
She says, and hunger
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DENNIS SANGMIN KIM

NOTE TO SELF (MIDAIR, EN ROUTE TO LA GUARDIA)

every time i
cock my hand
back to punch
rewrite your face
your cheshire smile
does a bob and ali
a muhammad maneuver
you astound me
how you collapse
and draw back
retractable as a
sun tzu battle
stratagem
the plane shivers
lonely behemoth
and i make lady macbeth
hands at the immeasurable
ache in my body
it's like drowning
in acres of grey
stiff clay, impossible
to beat or force
if it's true
i only have
this poem to get free
i will stab without cunning
i will die of periphery
the man next to me
flips through his
esquire mag,
the newest oiled
starlet in fishnet
drawers making her
splashy presence
on the cover
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"will you look
at that piece
of work?" he says
his grin growing
like his interest
creeping against
the stiff inseam
of his plain front pant.
"whew," i say
whew
detroit on the left
cleveland on the right
we are a whining bullet
rending time
performing the impossibility
warming ourselves to the courage
that we might be invincible
ifwe mean it
every time a heaving swing
of pen connects
with your face, your teeth
i hum like a
polished chime
i cheer
i am tweezing
my sadness
'til it's hairless
pecking ' til i
dislodge an eyethis is my attack
detroit is a flat
electric grid
from the air
everyone smells
of com on
this flight
where are the
traveling lubricant salesman
and their soiled copies
of scandinavian nudist?

23

where are the suicide bombers
grenades roped to their ribcages
like clusters of breasts
massive explosions waiting to happen
clinging inward to themselves, still,
not sure as how to decipher
their glory

24

ODE TO CHANGELINGS/
I TAKE BACK ALL THE SHIT I SAID ABOUT NEW YORK
(after meeting staceyann chin)

a.
i thought to write
you one of those
poems that begins,
" i thought to
write you
a poem"
but being struck
dumb by the terrible
flash of your teeth
i have opted for this
bouquet of ruined words
instead.

b.

i'm writing you a poem-.

C.

you are the incisive stranger,
the magnet-lipped poet i swear
i know because i crave to-your tongue carves due north
and i slap my hand together
'til they rise red bruises
as exposed and beating
as the poem you dangle
above your chrysanthemum head
the fierce cloud of mane
that rages above your eyes
like a coughing hurricane
between your brows
the calm center
like an ice cube sweating.
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you will read this
hear this
and say, "what calm center?
whirling madwoman i am
mouth bulging multiple storms
i, a weather system imported
from an unimagined placeblowing half-chinese helixes
through a throat carved
in montego bay"
jamaican changeling
bent by new york's
curious gravity
in a microphone's
unsteady glow
you bloom endlessly
become one
single nerve
wriggling on
the open hook
of an earnest word.
meaning the curled
tequila worm
in your voice's
glass bottom
i drink
until
my pupils
are pinpricks
and my seeing
is reading
and my reading
is belief
and you pause,
ease your body
into the next plunge

26

into the next page
and come wailing
down the sheer face
of a poem.
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THE LUCKY LIZARD LAMPS

if hip hop could stretch wide enough to house my dappled gait,
my tipsy wobble through the skyscraping teeth of a grey city,
then i think i would be the boldest of amphibians,
the double-skinned leather-sheathed liquid lizard crawling
on a collapsed poem laid as a bridge between earth and water signs.
scuttled from stone to swamp on account of the hydro green of my
lucky pigment i would don a feted pimp walk and wriggle down
the boulevard like "whatsup. i've got gills and lungs
two for fives and seventy-seven and one-seventh lives
one for each chapter of the universal zulu nation
and one for each gold front in flava flav's troubled maw"
but man my mouth's mineral-free and i pledge chi-rock
my breath is as frosty as the glaring air swirling
between the calcified nipples of two north korean mountain tops
in the bald thrill of winter, straining through the soft fleece
of cloud cover like a scandalous poking through the fabric
of a thinning blouse. the invention of my speak
is for the purpose of our intimacy only. i could be
an unraveling northerly gale and you could be paektu-san
undressing in the lamplight of an autumn bulb-i reach for your hair, out of sight, tucked in the lee
of seven heavens, the way shorties swipe at unseen spirits
dangling above their steaming heads in the throng
of a slippery second of communion in a spray of elbows
and the sloppy sacrament of sweat ("this is called a show").
if i could open hip-hop wide enough to crawl down its aching mouth,
i would set up shop in the bronze foyer of its throat,
incubating verses that declare with bare and weaponless eyes.

28

EMILY CHANG

AMNESIA

It is seven years since we last visited this stale place,
fraught with last season's hopes:
happy couples who purchased reveries
planted wickety forsythia to border what was theirs
and hammered equine silhouetted mailboxes
into soft soiled lawns.
Down the street: I hear their oldest son died in a car crash
Next door: I hear their middle daughter, red-rooted and freckles,
she prefers girls.
Dusk: the carbon gauze drapes itself on these rickety shingles
and the tree that had cradled my young weight
in the arc of its boughs-someone has replaced it with a
stump.
My callow forehead pressed against the window,
we ride our grey Granada late
this afternoon: an impulse had led us back to
the neighborhood.
My mother, stalky and garrulous, rolls
down her window to speak to Mr. Schwartzson who drove a hideous sportscar now in jailWhile I, ridiculous in backseat, stare through the glass.
Our charming ocher staining
wears like yesterday's vogue with head down;
even our woods of the Children's Crusade:
They have hedged our fame with blunt shears,
in gloved hands.
I want proof.
My fingers clench photographs that show the house young
as I remember it

29

so tastefully adorned by my parents,
happy couple, nine years into their Great American Plan:
cast iron in clock mounted on dogwood wallpaper;
windowsill pricked with tiles clinging desperately to cheap
caulking;
me, beam crowding my baby fat face and hair a litter of chaos,
stooping to my prize cat, behind curtains.
My mother starts the car.
I keep focus on the seat in front of me,
watching the crumbling foam poke through the ripped blue vinyl.

30

LIZ WALDNER

OARS

Myth, there I'll begin:
from a sea cliff leap men
No help for the tied in me
for in hand
I've brother, a strange idea
oaken, graven
Salt, his bone hull
cheek and fingerbone
Slender strand, I am
no avail (cloud trail)
Any bolder wanter
brings a winter
Its coat between
my legs along
A certain Cretan shoreIraklion
A dolphin throne
a double ask for copper, glass-

Lost boy, sit.
My lapping lap
Is pretty,
is mine to call
A sail
a glyph
Is yours to call
a stone
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HO, THE ISLE OF LESBOS

The distinction between men and women
is an important matter to the state.
I have feelings for you, as the inarticulate
say. SweetBee says: Go Fish.
I am aswim. Fish, a secret sign for secret
meeting. Catacombs at 4 with goldfish
crackers. Apopoetics: 7.4 on the Richter
scales fell away from my eyes.
In tears. Stella maris, world wide
kitchen faucet drip, the tides.
Who can ignore them? dear efforts at being
in the sinks of our lives ...
I sniff when you say "adrogynous,"
you so-and-so with lace on your socks.
In Moby Dick, the whale's penis
is worn for a cassock:
"take up and eat!" (an unholey page (beep)
from the Great White Books).
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BLACK HAT DROWNDED PIECE

Abshack:

The missionaries come tomorrow.
Wash your face. Keep the cat
His tail out from under-of that
What is the name?
The curvded piece of wood,
The ark in which the blame
Rocked back and forth from should
To want to sorrow.

Meshack:

Every survivor is wise.
Wisdom is pleasure
Through a sieve of fire.
It' s what touch denies
That burned what flew
With the dove, its pyre.

Abednego:

There's no way to unknow
Except you watch Noah
Like he was TV.
No missionaries come tomorrow
Except they come by me.
Pass the marshmallows, please.
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JACKSON MAC LOW
BACK OF THE Z6HAR-EQUIVALENCE
{ Forties 76 }

Back of the book entire eclipse no binary musing
fanatic investiture cream anniversary solid dehiscent
unfortunate donnitory method-actor classification dodged and opposed
dilatory mortification Toltec rapidity megacycle ramrod necessity 6ne-stop
early the healthy encyclical nest
tumescent bicarbonate transience

Crocodile dismemberment arithmetic losing all track of it
natural minority preference debunked or skittish
locked into trilobite ridges mortality renegade tricky sodality-whipper
film rwir petulance ruling-pass parturition aspidistra porches
inglorious metapsychology droop artificially Quonset-hut but
taradiddle lapidary meat-loaf

Mississippi absolute imbalance mentality withering altitude train-service
Portuguese hindrance Massachusetts alternate ritornello escapade arising
scorched arm-wrestling dog-days European patriotic laggard incisive
crib botulism narrowly accredited Galapagos erroneous mescaline
absurdity coronary metrical fusion negritude ambient banana-whistle
claustrophobic bargain-basement Clairol
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Lexington illusionary whittle-welcome peach - tree dinner in the diner Carolina
magic collapse Anabaptist rotisserie linked Harlequins mixed dominance
Florida dominion may be axiological tree-toad nurture patient activation-wheel
hesitation retrograde uncertainty unprincipled alacrity disfigurement regression
bad-check notification trade-mark Rose ahead of her time
never a feminist not that one

Often neighborly glass - houses radical necessity forming the thieves
rattletrap conventional egoi"ty trampoline particularism Rockefeller kind
saddled Atari recidivism marching-orders lake-trap 'possum positivism /,apsus
truncated mesoderm in Mediterranean lamination fascicle richesse damnation
encountering fandango satisfaction anagogic commas
Lorca monad polyester

Money-matter gallantry deciduously morphic smaller decision
ghastly Garamond axis scream potential necropolis history martyr
narcolepsy finalism grandeur metamorphosis enclitic malefaction
pallid panorama expresses partition shining existence finality
clumping wretched pollution pornology gastric egret-lineation
Chinese encomium fluster
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Potpourri mile-high Mexico averages down with the bosses not the main enemy
Ex - Tr6tskyist neocons hardly self-critical just settled down into placid maturation
neighborly pterodactyl nastihood regretful forepangs schooled at more pangs
decidely nettlesome incumbent murmuration innocuous solitude anfractuous
design-descent incontinent naturalism frantic metonymy grateful
putrescence
excrete anatomical misery-whips

Transcaucasian nativism melanoma reckless reagency numbered in killer-meters
twin variations need anorexia mettlesome nervosity of quivering decision-miters
gleam Appalachia trivial liver some petal or mescaline Pinitubo ransack-merit
benchmark Cratchit matter glass-harp arrival-message lettuceAngostura while
inclusion-root or temperature inversion myrtle-link benign recognizance
ensocketed Z6har equivalence

Caesura! spaces = durations ofsilence and/or prolongations offinal plumemes
or syllables:
4 letter spaces [ ] = 1 unstressed syllable.
None occurs between typographical lines. Breath pauses at verse-lines endings ad lib.

Nonorthographic acute accents indicate stresses, not vowel qualities.
Each hyphenated compound is read as one extended word:
a bit more rapidly than other words, but never hurried.

Indented lines continue verse lines begun above them.
Breath pauses at line ends ad lib.

New York: 4- 14 August 1993; 30 June - 2 July 1995
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A PROPORTIONAL FUTURE EMERGENCE
UNFOLDING REALITY IN CHANGE
{ Forties 121 }

A proportional future diminishes lighter wishes
sapphire muses oozing lucid evil music eclipsed by birds
chaotically climbing swooping fibrillating down to the bittersweet grass
perching on brambles and blackbeny tangles shine like suits hanging backstage
among the carpenters
spewing penumbra! pepper ruining vocation

Wiry mad-d6gs-rattle m6nkey - wrenchers in maquilad6ras
as buzzards deflate rag-d6Ils alight with well-made doodling eyes
and readily scratched-out hieroglyphs are trashed by pesticides
unleashed by hostage voices knives-rippling-out gluey with threats unmuted and
mulish as soulful religions' iron bellies
rasping ticklish fabrics

Parachuting kisses to oblivion in urban universalism
staggering from overdoses of hate and forgiveness
burning the state's illegible cloth of blues struck-6ut by attitude
inscrutables pay out promissory licks amidst the infrastructure's fetid
mazes dreaded by pseudo-tomboy types
parking archaic aardvark-trucks
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Legendary lizards laminating kitchen-discography-tables
sullenly fumble through x-rated melons' rosy wombs
stammering factious velvety choruses out 'tween Wy-petal lips
destroying bistros braving execution defying random companions
bellowing-manifestoes
poodles masquerading as mastiffs

Moving-right-al6ng generous-with-his-time ignoring them all
the author returns to London-on-the-air does the Devil exist? of course
reading aloud toward a difficult death with pleasure in life as if nothing were wrong
he indicts society on fifty-five Steinways grand and upright crashing through
fence wire sloshing through water at the foot of the slush-capped
mountains
fracturing birds of paradise

Affinning a second-rate-host.J.1ity still out of reach today
pedals give-sky to blackened scrimshaw chromosomes
in extravagant musical swoons crooning cylindrical agony
nothing to hold them up but sweet potatoes and potfuls of cocoa where dungeons
cook-beings against their picnic will
eating-three-times-a-day-Baby
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Shadowed bassoons dislocate scaffolds of Himalayan thirst
before-sailing-off-to-Heaven breathing warm-breath on chrysalis bellies
slipping-straight-up the slippery cliff till-it's-time-to-go-to-Africa
living on the other side of the door you look for inspiration in between where
grass - gatherers accompany you into the slowed-down wilderness
to the cave where you've always sat

This one turns transfixity into serenity the first time ever
taking you under his wing all in the space of an hour together
embedding serious messages dealing-with-your-stomach bemused
in a haze of passion winking and waving corresponding briefly affinning the
opposite of infolding substance assessing emergence
unfolding reality in change

Caesura[ spaces = durations ofsilence and/or prolongations offinal phonemes
or syllables:
4 letter spaces [ ] = 1 unstressed syllable;
8 letter spaces [
] = 1 stressed syllable or beat.
None occurs between typographical lines. Breath pauses at verse-line endings ad lib.

Nonorthographic acute accents indicate stress rather than vowel quality.
F.ach hyphenated compound is read as one extended word:
somewhat more rapidly than other words, but never hurried.
Spaced hyphens [ - ] indicate slowed-down compounds.
Indented typographical lines continue verse lines begun above them.
New York: 30 April-5 May 1994; near Saumane (Vaucluse, Provence), France:
18-21 June 1996
New York: 16 July - 15 August 1996; 25 July 1997
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MILK-WIDTE BLOSSOMS
SURPRISED BY METAMORPHOSIS
{ Forties 122 }

Milk-white blossoms pleasingly outlined curves and subtle hinges
plunging through Christmas pines resin astringently shrinking the light
sovereign for seasickness palely stepping-into-circulating-air
rigorously truthful as brakes were deafly failing with consonants impressed in
white-wax the dot in the sky echoed Brillo oiseaux
under the bed as we sat

Using the Golden Section the-shorter-to-the-longer-as-the-longer-to-their-sum
brightness in pink-brown air on the upper-right-hand-cornerof
the Williamsburg Bridge
wrinkled a rising and falling high-pitched shriek with Tantric prowess
in swanlike clouds of temporizing joy intending celebration on the
front seat-for-the-Apocalypse as Rome burned Pompeii was
buried
and all those idiosyncratic-drag-queens perished

Let's hold that thought coming full circle as you get the message
fooling the eye as it fools the hand that thinks it's quicker in the darkened chamber
after the trap-doored attic was turned into a camera obscura by a knothole
telling a story in cylindrical silver-nitrate pictures sibling rivalry masticating
purposef'ly in prefigured opposition behind the visual center
little yellow capsules in the cabinet
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Extremely close to a friend-at-Bard-College staying on the mark on
All-Souls' -Day
where are the lingering dead to cross the sea of change in a little ship
out of your loving heart a mariner departing in the springtime
ill as all get-out at the Knitting Factory cracking a blue-patterned dish slurping as
a flaw turns into a keyhole into foggy-most London
you're a Geisha smiling through the sake

Beardless lambs glance through the frame as-it-flickers-on-and-off
sitting like witnesses to murder fished out of the sky like circles
moving with the dances of the turtles swept into corners by illusion
where Babylonian sunbeams surf on thunderheads tunneling through the
sun released from the jaws of life into the open way up north
falcons ride the thermals

Perfected by radishes and flies on the same scale infected by enthusiasm
charming and vibrant and dearly missed with passion and knowledge and luck
and Ortho-Gynol packed in a plain-brown-wrapper you opened the
details-of-the-eyelid
one juvenile thought after another swooshed through space bfsecting
hands banking-down-the seamless skin
to tear it apart at the ragged edge
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Seaweed dried on a rock near a youth where an image popped
geckos computed the pink-toed time escaping gravity
eating wild grapes till they were drunk or thought they were
trampled underfoot in the staining sun blazing on an autogiro circling o'er a
hornet-riven hillside on a Halloween afternoon in the unplanned eighties
CB radios talked to UFOs

Wearing dirty-white sneakers for corporate success in the call-you-back-world
he loomed impatient in the doorway as his nervous system unreflectively replied
to a palm-reading public librarian sharing her heart with laughter
turning purple with seven-year-old mirth at the enemy on the perimeter hoping the
furious face'd stop screaming and howling and telling secret fears
I awakened surprised by metamorphosis

Caesura! spaces = durations ofsilence an£ilor prolongations offinal phonemes
or syllables:
4 letter spaces [ ] = 1 unstressed syllable;
8 letter spaces [
] = 1 stressed syllable or beat.
None occurs between typographical lines. Breath pauses at verse-line endings ad lib.

Nonorthographic acute accents indicate stress rather than vowel quality.
Each hyphenated compound is read as one extended word:
somewhat more rapidly than other words, but never hurried.
Indented typographical lines continue verse lines begun above them.

New York: 1 May 1994; near Saumane (Vaucluse, Provence), France:
23-27 June 1996;
New York; 5-8 August 1996; 25 July 1997
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JORDANSTEMPLEMAN
'CAUSE THAT'S INHUMAN

When I was a prisoner

D
I'd stand next to the one with the biggest ankles

D
the sexual odyssey

D
I would let the others play dustbin

D
sort of portend

D
they're winding eclecticism
deserving of a guess.
& I ama shy
ancient mantle

D
collective of smut

D
to perform destruction into creation

D
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D
Her toes are my larceny

furbished to

D
match the surface

D
blistering yolks & I promise

D
I'm going to learn something while I'm here

Remember

D
When you removed snaps to zippers & stopped clutching onto that moist palm of creation?
Of course not
the irritation of forgetting is tenuous
crafted on getting out and finding
a little something & I
am waiting for the crude simmering still
Time's big country rustling
to condition me into a new shape

Air conditioning
wishes
for your gibberish death & in the meantime
a s\!t exposed ploy is over the marigolds
where cicadas
claim to be a melodic
diaphragm of weight loss
sounding mildewed in autumn
Kissinger's accent
throughout the year of my birth.
Eyebrow wire is the litmus to red.
That's when you know Joyce never needed sight & the shelves write
themselves, dangling
lightbulb jaundiced
is protection when paired with orange
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crates
For now on anybody can have a photograph
when anatomical peculiarities
hoard
the real positive moments.
Not like the daily call from Sun Tunes

loving voice

The Latin girl
with the three-quartered bare
HARMONICA PITCH C#
sometimes sets a hardened whine
into my serrated immortality-

striking as a coastal region trained

within grottos or the Cracow YMCA's
lime coated arena

I'll claim the greatest
volume
Desperate for news outside the cell
Qualifying myself for mortar & the occasional
jacking roadside
post
splintered
recourse is nothing more
than a young boy's reproduction of the Monumental Head

made with

months

seeming to explain diets
satiated by expanse &
lowlife
on the brink
eloquent before certain.
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WHEN WE MELT
Inspired By Anselm Hollo

... recounted the lady of dairy
& the lady of dairy was sequestering, sequestering
against us & around us, people everywhere quite & green
alone, or twice-removed awkward
be more like wet shaven awaiting bearded
--card trick played upon card trick, our manner & theirs
burdened, heaved, heaved no one how? How
was one greeting, how might one greet, if they did, why
they'd do, and why changes snoop,
so silent they persist, across cribs & fever,
as gloating giants, reproduced for common sense
recounted the lady of the dairy, repeating over our veiled brane
fatten the smudged entertainment, clearing distraction, swapped with all sips
missed the first strike bathing or chasing flies: those chips of oil slick
recounted all, hurrying, storefront sealing around the intoxicated living
for where else can soft spoken take mouths from crabs: should we
hogwash & intrigue, running ourselves into first kisses given by substitutes,
slender fantasies? I watched after I spilled, and she broke ragged,
cloaked in her embankment of coral, her long name: in heavy
folds, a memoir, isolated in medallion sensibility
narrow, narrow in find, inside our features for cradled bisquity voice
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SPORTS THURSDAY SCABIES

11:29 p.m.
I still
have no lamp shade
11:30 p.m.
the tape ended
with a trumpet
my ankle must've felt left-out of the itch HONK

11:32 p.m.
last month wipes his face
"I just said my back feels good"
is uncharacteristic

afterward

11:33 p.m.
I got all the way home & left
My trademark on the way
tempo glare
through
wire jaw

11:38 p.m.
more bugs
11:39 p.m.
for my cats' flat advances
11:40 p.m.
Could suddenness be
angrier in
spoiling a solid effort
if led
by the gnats

11:41 p.m. (Are antihistamines considered self-help?)
11:43 p.m.) they just spring the ball into play (
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11:47 p.m.
If we' re not improving
I'm leaving.
This is why modem
can't ever
make friends.
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CRAIG WATSON
From TARBOX

here is the kiss you asked for
the first hole is a revelation
but for the crime of community
we forgive no trespasses

from the sperm of logic
comes an untranslated grammar
its bounds of exception
mutilated in reference

the public holds its breath until
we can be cured by roles
then they invent what would seem
to have always been there

there is only one fiction
anonymous and sacred
but we know our enemy
and love them
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compound eyes quilt happy thicket
as shadows snag neuron in half-twist
we sleep-in-sleep through concert-of-glare
an incubus doughed blind

endless commerce castrates audition chorus
but we are dressed to compete
in a marriage calculated by gap
custody can make anything be more alike

swing ticked naked and fish
a blur erased the trees
hunger spectates
a self-portrait in conjugation

replace gestalt with reasoned choke
cold whispers in the rust of noise
having to need the world on its trigger
becomes our passion our regret no doubt
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sponge sky counts days as circumference
a room between obligation and regret
body rot feeds flesh of wilderness
the virtue of charity in absentia

real-life sentiments horizontal view
saved for an ideal and
the terror which dreamt it
in a bed where nothing grows

ears knotted into the wall
those achievements of petition
reliquary to the finger of incipience
all proof of volition under seizure

the universe makes a hardened case
each new anthem hand-written in plain light
faithful to a free market in rebound
from grave-to-days without a limp
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when something most loved
or to be loved as any memory
from the first companion
to a cosmos in their exhaust

let's imagine a life without a story
everyday frightened of being hungry
or a sound which lurks in sound
and the technology which will save us

the ovennind is coherent
that signifier of excess
baptized from verdict to promise
in memorial to the future

then we were small again
our animations forgiven
all delirium in proportion to
reunion reverie restitution
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KERRI SONNENBERG

LONG DISTANCE

-The world is everything that is the case.
Ludwig Wittgenstein

A bullet lobbed by hand. Calling it that makes it less so. Any image posed and
staged whenever the sentence is present. Everly. The fresh stuff of gists neither
here nor then.
It is cold enough that everything should be this cold. On sudden and porous
borders all darned up. Light settles on the noun, pocket in hand. What can we
know if we must, ultimately, speak it?
Make believes out of can. Then motion failed to fail u s. Traction pawned for
symmetry. A ladder among variables above all. Yellow frisbees above suspicion.
Without subtitles, I steer by my own name, I. In water's ear, a voice bends.
Bath knows. One size fits most.
A spoon has stolen its own image. That of many exits. Here, the page, an isthmus,
to there, idea, reaching in.
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LUCKY DOG

We admire this spot where the light behaves. An unnerved beckoning recollected in frigid jeans. Of continuity, she mimics the attempt

~

of pencil and "x." Defeated by television or introspection. Objects compromised in chocolate (for the epistemologist's first day):
reptile, moon goddess, a severed hand. This was hinted in the mitten convicted to a plain expanse. The impulse arrived in its usual
apple. This is space pitched slightly for the bent camera. Actually, a bull dog in a blue sweater devours a leaf on Dearborn Street.
The gait of those moments between inattention is what I mean.

SIMULTANEITIES

A stranger wants the breeze out and all I have left is this room to consider me.
Humming until a symbol muscles out a form from its perch.
She appears mystic in caution
yellow. C laims a certain stirring
to be more definite. I linger
with sandwiches later to replace us
and the long arm of perspective will have it at that.

Someone has killed a cockroach and called it art.
Somewhere insurance rejoices because decapitation was written into an exit clause.
Someone proposes a balding theme, to rein the thought in
a-b-a while the mail is gotten and the cat put out.

It is not thinking the moon is relevant.
It does not plead at my door for blue to be sexual.

The eye returns to the table indefinite
and wanting. A letter has arrived declaring, "you will embrace a fad
while claiming to do no such thing."
The budget called for madrigals,
but perhaps
it is for light to conjugate
such a spectacle with brevity.
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DARIO CAMPOS
ARTERIAL

Away, I held, aligned route,
boulevard as keel and arrow through which
the days download.
Only the agreement of what's left
behind sudden and again, written
over in the pose of erasure. This hour
the selected passage for the main drag
drums its scarf of after clean as apposition.
Channel-I remind myself,
the side-swiped center
our angle could never achievethe apprehensible parallel.
In performance we disappear the act,
the cordon there as if to delimit
where unhousing occurs,
where gold leafs their skin alpha
and social
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SABOR

Down 25 th on foot and by the nopal
speech flares onto late October, the branchless
rustle from sweetgum and elm rusted free
by the portmanteau of smoke and fog,
opens to the page of social
hunger, tonight's priceless menu;
today, I seem very near "finding" that in the bag, commerce
a plaything for my hands, a visitor
to enunciate the bouquet of my body
in his mouth as spirituality; as the step,
I walk behind
my thought of the street,
buildinged laterally to valley
a strip of now cloudsky split
with enough blue to be civil;
early in November, the highly indexed
moment shrinks to its point
through which a door, say
my black leathers knocking concrete,
no, let's nevermind the chicken,
how about just the mole,
the adjectives in the air
alone as dimension
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SALT

Coin size replaces the relief,
cortical door toward the fraction of seemingly
something, how far
the arm can or cannot reach.
Between-the-fingers holds it
as immediacy,
nearest spoon of touch
I tenderize to adjective my life.
As an exchange, an aspect of my hours
passes through definitions
for a speck of yours.
One peers around the building
to simply near the entry:
coral roses, our clock grammar.
The hinge of vigilance stations
the particular, space blown
outward in an ambiguity
fiercer than being It.
Disclosure advances to Friday
when I'll balance the beach,
the apportioned for-yourself sequence
as the days ladder to reposition
vantage for brevity, for summary,
for forward as the current meal
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ANNA WEST

TIIlS WITHOUT CRESCENDO

1.
the poem is all wrong from the beginning
and i know it
the way i know you you know me
so
four eyes lie
beneath the brown stacked blankets
knowing
so what?
soft curl in the nap of head
a poem with you inside is a long list of lies is
hopeful
duplications
not inland
born
but on the sea of our troubles
sure to capsize these sketchy drafts and sink them

2.
when you are a cab driver they will not know you are john the baptist who thrust them
down for dead pulls them back up alive drops them in the door
way of where they think they go
this here, like this
this is how you've mapped me to the world
lost sailor
embarked in your shriveled port
calling her the boat
that wrecked you
but you burned in the waters before love and piracy
came looting your buoyant palms burning a redorangeflame
the sea is rocked is troubled it neverwants
to take you home

3.
a child in these hands holds me
i tuck him into the places i have kept
for keeping
deep and forgetful
holes
drawing us in
and out
of trouble's reach
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4.
again

i've come down to the levee
you've said you'd be standing here
but nothing moves
all the rnississippi standing still and i am afraid
of thinking out loud
and i am afraid
i won't be covered
in your time
-ing slow song lips that have hinged me here
to this new and terrible steep
ness
could fall me
from the edges
when
have
splendored
there
toolong

5.
and you are sucha
damngood dancer
I would lose my head i do
against any particular logic but all
logics at once
ignite
small courage
this is my own
together
this is without
crescendo
this
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EXPLAINING MYSELF

~

where we come from is this crowded place unsystematic in fallen layers unto my dirty closet
(welcome to no-knock hour on earth we've come to ask you to surface orderly-like with some
scrawny thing held in your hand, we order you to represent)
still to swallow backwards
and fall forth to your own earth is bless-ed movement and pick up what you can
hold in your hands to share that is
for love
you say, but they are funny stuff, you didn't realize a brick and a window won't go together
back up
in this world
you'll need to explain everything you've known again
but this is just a reaction to something
I saw on TV
all of it,
that is
this is as to the pewter cross I had hung on my wall until one day I got so excited and threw out
my hands, hit it so then it broke and was nothing but pieces on the ambivalent floors
crossing
inexplicably
back to you
across an ocean
what I take to be
my great-grandmother
stranger, I am waving
may be
just a gap in my own
faultedhistory
an antidote
to be taken down
sincewhen
a divided
yearning
(and I can't say) this hurts mebut has split
me here
to aching
halves

[YESTERDAY HE WAS HAAAAPY]

yesterday he was haaaapy and I cld see how haaapy he wuz all pulled around
him like a blankeey and knowing that maybe it wuz cuz he wauz com.ming to
my house had made him sooo damn happy makes me roux for luving n all!!
monday evenin turned out like a fresh pack of satur day nights a brand brand
new car cant nobody take it away except mr death who wasnt interested
in buying me not me I hell no never not since I saw that movie and not
since I died six thousand projected laughable deaths death is being show on
my mothers wrinkled brown spot skin my death has been forecasted in the
nonchalance of handshakes your quick wit is killing me in softmeasure I dont
mean to say hold me I mean to say make me good thats enough of that now the
reporter will come later the epiphanies that I pack in my suitcases sit praying
for travel some pouting will do you up nicenow an angsty powder blue on
your cheeks spread it wide with the porn magazines under the bathroom sink
do things i wouldnt have done done without I am drinking the tap water
poisonous equilibriums struck down a rib cage in feather dress to be buried
in words secrets corning up wrong answer sometimes you pluck them down
you strum the other times this is the biggest hole you ever pitched I dont know
if theres any way back from me I wanted to hang some pictures up I wanted
the walls behind them to slowly be forgotten ive always wanted certain things
then like I said when can I unpack my bags go upstairs and sleep I live
upstairs and if I could hold this thin thin prose line over me it would not or
would it brick me back from the whitened deadwaters that is to live an uncertain
spilling could you pick up your waves please tuck them under I am too sick to
push on I was sort of hoping to be sicker caught in hoping the body would
stand up tell the thick short head what it is to do what it is it is it is to do but
yesterday he was sooo happy it is a kiss that can waver waver wager change
positions every half hour I care no I dont like that thats how it works what
imbecile goes out in the cold without a shoe on and commences to talk about
the sun what invalid tongue burning stuck against the cold stick of silence
what am I doing talking to you when boys sticking a broom stick up tralalas
snatch snatch snatch everybody likes to use the word snatch so try it out if you
havent some positive effects it may have lots of cold no you cant lie there sick
on the couch and preparing to cry just looking for a reason to cry that is not
lovable at all the things you know how to do to think of it like draw a line
between any two points if for a moment I can forget every in between place
chicken scratch is what it is clearly I work hard to get to the obvious
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AMY CATANZANO

SERIES FOR INSUBORDINATION

The hiss of daybreak,
too early to calculate the offset mass.
We have been attempting to eat
from the small of my back.
Reaching, and I twist overhead until
I am eating from a hand, the seismic
rifts so severe that parting lips
make a case for pleasure. What futureyou brings back your sundered past?
He makes junctures out of the base
of the storm window, exterior to himself,
while she puts on something prettier
for the occasion. You must understand,
more helpless than not, as in
aggressively built (a world-away)
the first human nutrition. We stretch
our necks to drink from the bottom
of a living well. This is no
adjoining dinner-theater.
I gesture to the seaweed stuck
beneath her revolving heart
and say "resplendence."
A poison arrow flowering
before contact, semi-covered
without echo, and that way
of advancing running blood.
Please note: I have placed my fingertips
deep into the smooth scalp, down to
the milk of bone. Is not an explanatory
notion; is a piece of matter of finite size.
For when I think of you at your best
I am reminded that such tests are merely
subjective, he whispers, in times like these
we station ourselves away from
the utmost peak of our encampment.
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HEADHUNTED

Novelty and the river inflexibly washing. Lost among the lost appeal for the
nature of high
security and what would happen if we had choices would we know itBloom reaches for
the coin behind his ear. He's been throwing coins at lavish patches. With the fact
that there are other things that interest us. Glass beads break to wind. Containers
careen on branches alongside elevated wires puppeteering electricity: forget-me-not
Regulated coins are caught as if their prophetic placement can fulfill an unknown
superstition-though Bloom says it's called the ability to move, ache of used fist to
removable fist. roy g. biv there is a war being fought, but I heard the trick is
to dismantle
all sides, a.k.a. at our nearest hour "this is not a trick." Counting, Bloom
double-checks.
The lead welcome-mat just blew away one summer day. More than marble,
nebula, why

we creased the river solo. Here is a mineral bath. Here is a way out What would
give if the tangential fell from earth-Bloom swells and fills. Let us move
cloth to cloth,
matter of unknown origin. How the shock of river blooms west, the world's
back seat,
and discovers its place among the inclines. Photostat marvel is riverbound.
We"have"
invisibility, but what's new-for instance, "is older than." Bloom's excess to
admire:
more a million years. The elements are not worth memorizing. Careful what
you breathe,
molotov-singer. A benevolent man stands by as a reminder. What drilled in as it lit
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CLARK COOLIDGE

BRAIN LIKE A NATAL STORE

That thing last night I didn't like it
though my ignorance is catching up with me
the hydrocarbons are finally failing
hard gems coming back in doing the talking
just step out onto my mortal porch
Opprobrium National Woodland here
maybe I should have merged with my desk
and what about these sea rocks?
their stripes blind me with permanence
or what serves as
my life is but an inkling
now what is that docking?
whole populations hang on my theory of the porch
the secret is in a certain thrust of polka
just tune in to the Pork News
it just takes a lot of sleep
a form of slow death
delayed stretch of highway
the doctors don' t know

30X99
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A CARLSBAD ON WHEELS
(YOUR EYES ARE GEITING HEAVY)

Who's Doctor Lombard?
a dog with no heat center (Seeker)
we lived over Seekonk then
there were verbs but
words with no half-life
like the improvement of granite as a beverage
put that girl into a deep trance and take her bag
I wonder how the heavier loads feel?
too many questionmarks in a life of composition
but you know it's brutal my company
walking jealousy in shoulder straps
and a permanent filter on the daylight
imagine a piece of seaweed all the way to the door
about as popular as dust
imagine Carlos Casteneda
a trumpet and a blob
one simple copper pill to run an empire
from the deepest bottom drawer a possible future
lid on the truth

30X99
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SOMEBODY'S BROOM CLOSET

The hero's storage door opened on a hobo calm
have you come from the center of this life?
livingroom plus smoking jacket and Bendix
Halicrafter set equals
the Grist for Venus plus
did you say Christmas tree bulbs?
VanCleef thinks the pillows on his couch
will destroy the world
but would it? put
some gauges on your wall plus a faulty TV
and
the room experiences radio failure
now the silliest things in the world will stop
a wall full of nebulas and hamburgers to void
Bartek has stopped too
drove the car right in the seat but
there were too many silver circles on the dash
"our car has power control"
what's that stick in the back of the neck?
the rules of a room are just as void
a nest of wasps and I've got the plug

30X99
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GEORGE J. FARRAH
[PERIPHERY MANEUVERS THE MOON]

periphery maneuvers the moon
radiant alm unsmiling episode
as he would like to live somewhere else
either weight circles the head
she breaks again sits up fate
indicative of charm without vigilance
more than that she negotiates culls
reorganizes recognition
you are but where she says
rain load parings
mandolin flint
I am a motor running a thief
abbey famine grey beams
as when the lights all shift
alone unclever beneath your teeth
come with me appetites
a tangle of head and measurement
what is the difference
when he sweeps the sun free of the patio
it is through the broken walls
sprawl and hush
dance with me I only remember the night
something brought us through the thin moonlight
a twig is chance
or
mystery without teeth perhaps
injury leaks presumption he said
too many things human affections
burnings
non combustible radiance
that appears and gently presses them
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of course starting at the central color
and behaving outward
she your gaze
ends
at nonetheless
he argues at purple
older
and more extravagant
it is frightening they think to model themselves
to the pieces
there is a passion to acknowledge anything
and to affix oneself
as against love which provides a given body
with possession of itself
whose tongue not burned
a plow complete
provoked you may say anything
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ROSMARIE WALDROP

DYNAMICS AS LAW, NUMBERED

Said, not on familiar ground. Said, your testy geometry. Meant to say
increasingly unfavorable. To plant himself. The body says I all by itself,
but you can't get something for nothing.
Less habit than hat held on knee. Bring knee to chest. Day of blunders,
morning black hole, afternoon unpardonable, now openly leakage.
Held on to her arm, the bed, the column of air. Soul lost among. There are
pockets of space he'd rather not produce. What happens when your strength.
To tell the wife in a bearable form. A form that does not exist. Sobbing.
Whalebone. Succumb. Wild bedclothes. Cold as a fish.
She brought a night-shirt. Deep skin. Smiling is a big part of sitting still.
Evening paper before odd.
He translated a bad taste in his mouth.
"Reminded him" of his mother. Here glance over left shoulder. With open
corpulence.
To the irritation of. In bed with her son. Hum and other bugs outside the
front window. Call it not-inside and still a child.
Splinters of a physical quantity that never was and alien orbit.
"What my mother" intersects enhanced density. To walk down the stairs
as if you could break even. Business comes to a dead stop.
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SHARON DARROW

FROM WHAT SHE WORE

Gravity in a Green-flowered Skirt
Precise as paper,
red column of digits
drumming its sum
against the weary harbor,
last inkbird overdue.
The world rolls on,
disaster in glowing coals.
Once night predicted morning,
and so on.
Lighting was never indirect,
molten blue, hand to head,
holding pain and silk,
wind blowing words back
down our throats, airing tongue,
erring only west of town.
Can we join the focus radiant
as it walks down a Chicago street,
el clacking above
our foreheads at spark?
Glowing and spinning,
worn fish,
pitchers at bat,
precisely synchronous chance meetings,
lost questions, invertebrate.
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THIN PRISM

when the story eludes

of the car

the voice
and its driver

PA

sleeping through

when the barest necessity
shrinks
from view
from songs and chances
from coal to cloth

time
will rise

diverge

from strict closings
rushing all the back roads
early in March
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PARALLEL OF MISDIRECTION

Barring the indecent occasion,
malefactors of distance,
prim and logistical,
fear the bitten hand,
weight-bearing theology.
In blank order
the processional ends
in a stalemate, a broken
barely edible table,
chosen by saints for saints.
Resembling nothing before
the fence and its fire,
practical matters of pain
for pain, calamities
enamored of themselves.
Sewn wood, conical majorities
managing commodity plans,
stars ratcheting canonical.
Amid all this- the door.
Placement demands it.
Charity defends it.
Swamps order out
for old times' sake.
Precise desire.
Smooth chaotic nuance.
Grates in the sidewalk speak
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of dense traffic, detail longings,
cancel out the obvious.
Pleasure maps require three paces.
Each varied apple, pieing itself
with no idea of leisure or future,
finds the calcified train,
greater than symbiotic
farce music, fugal.
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JOHN LATTA
RABBLE

Spontaneity annex'd to hubris: soda
Prices merely a blip where
Use holes up inaccessible, blear' d.
Implicit in the quiddity is
Wind turbulent as rock, and
Other investigations announced as sun.

In the beshrunk word, coffer
To the damn'd, a thing's
Strident fcrmata's only one in
Allegiance to facticity's sour vertigoFatti gravi: un solo modo
Per evitare il pericolo. Rabble

To tidy up the motherfucker.
Rabble oh boy, oh boy.
Looking like a scribble is
Not a note of ownership.
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LE VIVACE

Lively is a damn good hat, scribbles all over the brim.
Or doodles, whatever sleek adherences start the conflagration to the point it
feeds on itself, goes back to burn off any verdancies missed, or not.
Those rough greeneries allow little clots of openness to grow back, back
behind where the series left off before, before the ...
The missing third of the triad, the mal aime and virginal blank: the way the
paper page is a fair territory to be sitting out the sitting out in, in some salle
d'attente, a dirty hall, a stalling place.
The painter says the doodling is a way of dirtying up the canvas, and the
reluctant begin.
What I want is to write all that again, writing the page back into the pristine
shape of the moment of its beginning, all potential, unlost, unloos'd.
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MICHAEL BERNSTEIN

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE

the

city has
solidified
and the
wind
kicks trash at them
daring them to
keep
their
lunch money
but
they
give for the
thousandth time
and
submit
to
bottled water
liquid pristine
in
Stoli
stomachs
a few months later
they will
sail
somewhere hot
blue
and sane
though there is
nothing natural
about their
summer
they will
ignore
the
plastic
in the air
and
bless their
wine
w/mouths
of
office glass.
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WAR-TORN IN A SUBURBAN APARTMENT

The day begins
in soup
bowls
refugee flatware
lining
lack
tables
wind-withered
they
break bread
m
chemical weather
planting
grape vines
where
fire
has no
purpose while
outside
arrows
drench the
avenue
napalm flashrain
singeing
eyes
of
idiot
cameras
leaving the
archers
w/o
an
audience.
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KEITH WALDROP

HIDDEN

I propose
turning the key
useless to
conceal from you that
strange things
take place
it used to
ring of its
own accord
chair by
the window and the
door closed
saw the curtain
detach
falling
when I weary of
looking, something is
bound to appear
walking
backwards
she is frightened
by the sound but
cannot describe it
the face
vanishes, the
hands remain
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white arms beneath
fearful drapery
looking out, over
the hill
I bum it, it
distills a dark mucus
curtain
wrenched away
a gossamer
veil, as it
seems
resembling, yet
most unlike her
armless
chair, handless
cup
sloping downwards to
the base of the hill
momentary
grasp around
her ankle
an old-fashioned
house
a narrow
lane on a
declivity
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ZOESPIRRA
AMERICAN CHIMERA

Out of the landspit endlessly given,
Out of the mouth-plugs' eyes, the pure sticks
Out of the mountain ears,
Over the ribbed seas and the incoherences beyond, where the head standing
his God-ball ended alone, north, isolate,
Down from the old lens,
Up from the devil-may-care mercies of stooges going and fucking as if they
felt sheer,
Out from the cells of keels and shadow,
From the hearts of the stigmata that bothered me,
From our center young rip tide, from the bathed point and departure I wrote,
From under that non-Jesus, peasant and sheer as if with hair,
From those numbed minds of umbilicus and cable there in the state,
As a repair, being, taking, or overhead looking,
Sent hither, ere case buys me, hurriedly,
A breath, yet by these ends some line again,
Needing myself on the curve, making the water,
I, rod of sea and placenta, lover of light and breath,
Wanting Indian bells to be them, but swiftly settling beyond them.
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POSITIONAL

gnawing
into it
through sleep
sliding from where
aus bei mit nach
seit von zu
prep or prop
positions
under the whichever
out to it
outdo it so
an auf hinten neben
dis-integrates
durch wider gegen? und?
give particles up
after he
so so
(my name)
as far as good as
around insular or
it never
would have happened
not go there
cuts beneath
inside nots
away
away from
light light light
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HOMAGE TO MISS SILVER

reactionary me? because i
like pink knitting always circling
find beaded shoes a bit of alright
a bog oak brooch might sell well
here especially with an irish pearl
nested right in the middle
good girls always get the boys
is okay by me
quoting lord tennyson
she wears a hairstyle i can't picture
a netted fringe
in the style of princess alexandra
speaking british french
her strapped postwar england makes
my posteverything life look
positively bursting
with possibilities found out
to need a little sleuthing
or an agony aunt at least
miss silver fits the bill
maudie the cut-rate miss marple
so much more sedate but with
a slightly satirical background
esteemed preceptress
terrorizing ex-governess of strong men
fusty hat recycled with new pansies
fifteen times at least
this year's best dress fascinates because
it will soon be next year's second-best
for dining out in draughty country houses
augmented by black mohair shrug
and eyes are all-important
clue usually contained in chapter one
to who's the villain
Gack pointed out)
good people have shining eyes
or soft with fine eyebrows strong lashes
bad guys always ocularly inadequate
at fifteen montague mansions
carpet's only replaced
when old one becomes dangerous
i want those peacock draps
and victorian chairs with spreading laps
for my own living room
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FANNY HOWE
THESOURCE

The source
I thought was Arctic
the good Platonic
Up the pole
was soaked film
an electric elevation
onto a fishy platform
and waves on two sides greenly welcoming
The sunwater poured on holy atheism
It was light that powered out
my ego or my heart
before ending with a letter
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PETALUMA

The hot costume
The hatchet surf
A lamb whose fleece was yellow
Gruff bald hills
And a bit of lightning
pinned on a pin
Will that light locate its sight
for my unborn being?
Save me from distressing?
Or lift from its dressing
my lastbom being?
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ELIZABETH MACKIERNAN

MINIATURE GARDEN

A silver leaf tree is growing by a wooden door in an artificial garden in a metal
pan. It was planted and made small by a lady with long pale hands.
A real bird in a cage by the window appears monstrous to the porcelain man
and woman in the doll cottage beside the mirror lake.
"Some day that feathery God will grasp us by the hair!" they whisper in each
other's china ears.
Meanwhile the old guy hoes the mini-ground and scatters seed from a brown
sack tied by a thread to his little waist.
The old wife flips pancakes at a stove made from a tea box painted black with
India ink.
An eye is being etched by frost on the window glass.
The bird shivers and sings.
He was born from an incubated egg in a padded box kept warm by electric
wires.
He looks at the little chipped china woman in the toy house. "I never even
knew my mother," he sings plaintively, hoping to impress her.
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DAVID DI GANGI

THE MECHANICAL SPARROW OF RAVENSWOOD

(I)

humble inscape, your hidden is obsolete. you move like you invented
it-until we are one spiral with harmonized polarities, the unnerving but
gentle tug of god between us. and i have found you burrowing a harmless
hole in the side of november, harmless, hypnotic amerika.

(II)

what if my legs were bound, such as the sparrows', to the wooden steps
of a stranger's porch? would i feel a power? i would think to be caught
in it is to be both conquered and divine. are the sparrows trapped by
winter's magnets? or do they choose to inhabit the inward? the air inside,
i am told, is iron.

(III)

but today it's crust. beneath me, an ambient sea rolling over itself like batter.
and tomorrow i may forget about the gooey union in the middle, the waxy
edges unearthed, waning. the drain in the minty sky pours down god.
this movement is a nightgown-the ground falls toward it and is beautiful,
strapless. my arms (why) and flat palms, veins meandering through
wrinkle toward these four finger-gaps. i reach into this gift of gravity,
loosened cups, groundwater shaking. the poet collects his leaves and
carves master on a bench. fitting , this eternity. fitting it's been lasting
this long. fitting, eyes through a time machine, brain fitting spinal chord
here but now, and snug.

(IV)

the itchy blanket falls quietly from the sky, carpeting us forever. i stand
outside and watch as the film settles over my body, as i become entwined
with the collective stitching. these days are squeezed, the difficult liquid
drained into old metal pails. i sometimes see it differently. i see myself
skimming the pulp off the surface with a giant net, just before the eyelash
wave crashes into the rocks on the shore. the sound is diamonds on black
velvet. i walk off the sidewalk and onto the cold tapestry. steam coughs
from my gaping pipes-a tongue dangling in the sexy gravity, face 45'd
to the acrylic sky, children are clueless. who, in the end is advantaged?
the barnacle inside me, or the sparrow eating what's left of the purple winter?
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY

I
fresh pine:
when it brushes
your face in the dewy
morning your jaw tensing and
gripping itself like woven bark
the greens of your neighborhood van goghing,
tuned in to what's crouching
beneath
behind
perched.

II
his stories are obvious fraud,and we love his delivery contrived. when he rises.a
nugget in the comer of his eye.when he falls,oblivion soaks through his cotton
sheets.when he was six he told his parents egypt scratched his face.the blood
never dried,just parted, evenly.

m
there was a time when i couldn't look up
when the muscle in my neck curved like a thin wire hanger
my body couldn't connect to the ground
no matter how much sky descended upon it

IV

mommy, can you leave the door open tonight?
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V

the cosmos is stout
i would say to nobody
volcanoes silently coughing white cream from my face
as we grow inside the fatbelly of lurid things ...
i was a shiny dark one
speckled in the morning sun
patchy and tame
at noon
in full stride
high on crooked toes
pointed east towards some other guy's god
i trotted
head down and not quite strong enough
the earth slipping beneath me. i was tilted. i was branches.
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THE EVOLUTION OF MISS HOLLAND

as the sun is leaking over the city as
the flu-bug tickles each of our moistened throats YOU
grab the wheel and set our course for lament youBASTARD!

there is compelling evidence that dreaming occurs primarily
in the right brain
they have hid
in hovels with
stethoscopes listening
for the invisible explosion YOU promised them

they have eaten with the thin plastic

pages tom from YOUR book

and still they perspire ...

for
the first 2 million years
both the hominid's body and brain
slowly
enlarged
i long to be the heave that wiggles through your throat the warm sticky dust the
constant downward flow of amerik.an morsels of dutch morsels of jewish morsels
long for a girl who probably mirrored my mother's mother in her prime dark and
forensic backlit by the ghetto the easy twisting of pink skin as the tongue slides
forward in the mouth to say--cancer (c answer) (can sir)

words are tools
can you
fit your fist in your mouth?
did he hurt you?
were his hard
hands in your mouth?
on your soft?

in utero
the right lobe of a human fetus's brain is well on its way to maturation before the
left side begins
to develop
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this is what we call the dropping of the larynx
by the time it's done descending
you
my sweet
will be dead
over JOO thousand years ago
homo sapien sapien
the wise human appeared

[Everything in italics comes from the book The Alphabet Versus The Goddess by
Leonard Shlain.]
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SCOTT KEENEY

FROM PICKPOCKET POET/CA

MY ROMANTICISM
When I make myself her horse
it feels like a blind curve
I want to lay myself to rest
in the surface of the Brass River
carve her name upon my belly
and not lash out at the simple sky

TO AND FRO
Nothing in the birch trees
Nothing in my arms
Nothing in the playground
0, _ _ _, nothing aims to please

AFTER TED BERRIGAN
My monkey self
is bigger than
your monkey self!
So help me, God.

SIC
There's something
about living
in the moment
that defies me.
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GREGORY BROOKER

POEM BEGINNING IN LOS ANGELES
AND ENDING ON PAY-PER-VIEW
What supports light beneath the earth?
What structure entombs me?
I am up late with the Pepsi again
writing and writing until I am 23you had steaks and coffee in our stucco apartment
what will you make of it in ten years the little bleak parking lot
behind the apartment the used book shop near the theater
the way the smell of fabric softener from the exhaust vent in the alley
could break you to pieces
reminding you of high school
that garage smell
and your mother's hot Nissan in summer?
Without the certain force that begs the self not to age one second more
would I discover what structure entombs me?

*
There is no poem
like this onewhite on my computer screen.
I'm not talking about the poem as it appears to you on the page,
but as it appears on my monitor
where line three actually reads:
The austerity of glitter describes the universe minus blackness
and this poem is entitled "Sorry-Face."
Now the crickets support the last noise of the 20th Century. Which tonight in
Los Angeles
includes unseen freeways a red siren and the uniformed nurses of my gravely
ill neighbor
washing dishes in her kitchen.
In Room 8335 of the Mandalay Bay Resort Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas, Nevada,
I have hidden the closure to this poem.
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W.B. KECKLER

AFTER A WAR PHOTO

As bare feet jut in a Caravaggio.
I light candles to the memory of.
Nothingness.
What I owed before my birth.
People mill about a station
awaiting deportation.
Civilian bicycles before the void.
Strays along the many streets.
No bench for you,
the sky-being.
Divided by telephones.
The story.
The story's wires black, cut.
Inside-out
children are the gesture
of a hand the given
back. Backbone.
Spiral Bach.
Or organ's backbone used.
To shape an animal.
*
But surely you realize
the Greeks believed.
Once a doorbell announced
gods arriving, laughing.
Outstretched hand. Given.
The imagined one.
Someone's feet like a Caravaggio.
Lit in the barracks
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the word isn't a bed.
Like coal is.
Sleep. In seams.
Dark sleeves.

*
Compressed to a diamond
the voice of a stone
fallen from the stars.
His feet in the Caravaggio.
I light candles to the memory of.
An imaginary sort.
Of answer.
But Bach cannot be.
A cemetery for the
single "fate" elsewhere
said to pile people up as bricks.
Their frozen cadavers men used to build.

*
Waiting.
Each child was gestures.
And cold Bach
a backbone went through.
Or stone memory
the rabbi's chant.
The voice of a stone.
Fallen from the stars
the ancient Greeks believed.
Once a doorbell.
The chiming inside a diamond. I mean.
The gestures of such children were.
Diamonds. Before.
The gods arriving, laughing.
Into our utter shapelessness.
Of a hand. The given.
''The imagined ones."
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AFTER TOO MANY CEZANNES

The mind
is whiteness
looking through
white: Aix.
Mont Sainte Victoire.
Field & Stream,
the heterosexual
air goes
through me,
that bronze boy
(buzzcut)
in the post office
carrying a magazine
is all I want
and I grow
quiet
as an Eluard guitar
strummed
by headlights
& regret.
Watching
it all
pass at evening,
I miss Chagall,
how we used
to be,
stoned upstairs
riding him
like a horse.
Listen: it's normal
after midnight ...
my spine's
feather
springing
a falsetto
on death.
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GARY MASON HEAD

EGGROLL:::1:::
(OMOKAGRAE))
-------------------------------------for: TravzAndrzn

natural
castration
and the end
of
N' s.
(nights-are hard.)
(swOrds yawn
in
orphaned
brilliance.)

awful

jesterboring
eye light s.
things
LoverGrin.

that make the

Hence, m'Friend ...
. . . as gyntyl as
sandbox.man

and
as Gentle as food.
subtle as the Place between
snowsweeter than the
"Omokage"
you
professs ...
. . . and in what a
fetalmewingbatchoWink
do you keep this
Heart.
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Kiddo. "Referlecting"
Dominions with Powerful
lasagna.
Grey.Sewing fire against
breath transcending
fistlessly to a pouch at
yourside ...
Mode.And Dragons that
Alpha in blue - ing
Depeche -what are
Children if without

the

you.
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LIVING POEM

eXploded womb: assembled into pieces
a wealth of scoRpions
- tight in their graze
evolve from my mouth insweet
daffodil.
There is no page until I give
words.
and I write:
my breath in braids
like ...
. . . tail. ..
-of-

PHoe-nix.
This is what I do.
the told "I Am."
(my mind) rafting and fishing; popping
consciousness and
rehabilitating every sip
of
clopping
turtle and suffering grok' d.
so what seems what?
what tastes what.
misfit Amphibians on corduroy wings.
enabled poetics .. .
mutation
phoenetics .. .
Seraphim replaces milk.
and it mints into my stomach to
untie my eyes.
Love is never a word.
and though I often
fumble
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the nubs and knobs in
the
Morgue of Hearts - the
Place
of
Writhes ...
-and what gOD is my
pillow to the Refusal of sleEp .. .
. . . neglecting
the irony
of(the))countless sheep.
-I Am nevergone.
this giraffe is Happy without spots.
without fears /dents;
spears/ fence.
containless.
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CIRCLES WILL DO WONDERS FOR YOUR HAIR

my verse loses its most
light rendered fold1'm letting it

come to silence.
I hate
this desire to devastate skulls
millimeter moments
suffer like slop

for

c on scious ness
the vein.

what manufactures
wildless flowers and
such ugly contemplations
did prepare your final promised
rivers of touch, such waters
of Great Fading mindfulnessdust to dust
our inertia minus.
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BRANDON DAMESHEK

SEEING THE TREE LINE INEXACTLY

The following of schools, the searching for the "mode," the desire
for principles in a work and the insistence upon certain media of
expression of a period can only be misleading and must bring
misunderstanding, obscurity, and silence.
-Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art

I have come to discover that every second game of chess---of lawndarts, squash,
and everything-is a rematch, that there's no such thing as a one-time winner,
and no one likes losing.

Long before men thought of conquering the mountains, the mountains had
conquered men (Boorstin, The Discoverers, 82).
The largest defensive end on your boy's high-school football team has
convinced himself big enough to take on an entire front line, to backhand and
flatten every half-back with the want of eeking through the middle, running
the option, rolling right. Meanwhile, your kid is permanently benched,
resigning himself to tree studies and only setting foot on little league fields
after dark to smoke dope in the home-team dugout. The head coach is in
a panic because his headset won't work, and his wife of eighteen years is
currently leaving him for someone named Michelle.

We cannot, strictly speaking, watch ourselves having an illusion (E. H. Gombrich,
Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology ofPictorial Representation, 74).
If all behavior is rudimentary and right, is a natural act that just happens
because feet touch ground and the inner ring of banged-up funny bones is
anything but, then apologies are the same gibberish heard by kids in firstsemester Latin, are pleas for the criminally insane, are inaudible.

The world of man is not only a world of things; it is a world of symbols
where the distinction between reality and make-believe is itself unreal
(Gombrich, 85).
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Beneath me you are a bird, you are my childhood impression of bird, you are
every winged and long-beaked creature l have watched on wildlife specials,
from rock-face, in fields. You are so much flight you refuse to loosen the
constant clutch of good air, and instead you belly-flap and swoon at withering
lilies, at cherry blossoms and seed, at rippling water. Beneath me you are
meek, yet your breathing is a gust. Beneath me you are flying.

If, as many people have thought, the departing soul becomes a bird fleeing
from this Earth, would not souls naturally alight on the heavenly bodies ?
(Boorstin, 88)
Every body you've ever witnessed is a constant doer of things-tightly bundled,
neatly packaged, equipped-and carries itself redundantly over speckled rock
and soil, the only movements steadfast and therefore predictable, and you will
be forced to tie and re-tie escaping laces and string, every thread that wriggles
its way loose and wants nothing more than to be finger-snagged, cut away,
or burned. This body can convince itself of walking, of direction-it can weight
the day with the constant drone of hummingbirds losing feathers, of potato
bugs burrowing, of light.

After months of drilling I 'Ind digging, of carving out I the central trench, I
they had come down I through layers of soil and cement, I through sand rife
with shells- I ample debris of a Cenozoic sea-bed- I to arrive at the
entrance I of a narrow hollow (Gerald Costanzo, "Excavating the Ruins
of Miami Beach").
Supposing, momentarily, that the last portrait ever painted was of the artist's
grandmother's flatware laid out against the family dog, knives crisscrossed
and everything in entropy, where the most lackluster spoon is crammed inside
the spaniel's jowls, and the teacups are inverted and blue, would the artist's
best friend even bother mouthing brilliant? Would it necessitate a sign for No
flash photography? Could anyone even look?

References, in order, are DanielJ. Boorstin 's The Discoverers, E.H. Gombrich's
Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation, E.H.
Gombrich'sArt and Illusion, Daniel J. Boorstin's The Discoverers, and Gerald
Costanzo's poem "Excavating the Ruins of Miami Beach."
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ON FLYING

If we wish ourselves into a dream,
into your favorite poem about riverbeds and gargantuan trees that divide
the sky into something spectacular,
like individual planets, or new color, or undiscovered elements,
and if somehow you convince yourself that lucid means coherentmeans suddenly aware of every wrinkle, wink, and secondin which you are a farmer whose dog speaks several languages including
Portuguese and French,
that your fields blossom electricity and milk,
and that flight is a typical gift,
then you've become abundantly conscious,
and your nimble feet are water.
How sometimes you've got the tendency to become overly tall,
and your bigness is too much weight.
I think to dip you in crystal,
to lather every pew with your fingertips and urn-dust,
then to genuflect uncomfortably before the giving of alms.
Gigantic,
and the lesson belts itself from every prayer book. voice, and pipe.
The drunken minister collects himself,
and the altar boys tell jokes.
There is talk of birds inside the church,
the possibility that the congregation might suddenly float,
burst into the likeness of something beak-heavy and winged:
egret
hummingbird
lark.
Meanwhile,
he's so still he could be a photograph forever hung above the heads of
candles and choir,
bloodied and wondering about ever coming down,
about too much assumption,
about dreams.
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And in your estimation of self,
defining what is God?
for those gathered and not yet breathing,
there is the certainty of height,
of an unmeasured distance that anchors itself within the smallest finger and
levitates a thought,
pursues every sentence and has a want for mass.
But then the dreaming,
then the token reminder that you are pieces,
and your loudest shout is something modest,
is a whisper.
You find yourself in the bleachers,
raucously cheering for a group of children whose faces are invisible,
and your left elbow is on fire.
The crowd is wearing yellow and no one says anything legible until
someone does.
It is your brother who is also your father,
though you've never seen him before,
and he is consistently repeating,
fly
fly
fly
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ROBIN CATON

MATTER OF TIME, 6

white arrow of the field-drawn sky
I left dreaming behind in favor of angle
linkages are made in the desert
twin desires, girded in salt
numbers, love us!
each sells something for her bliss
my moments enter backwards
tell us the story of leaving
some little tyrant from the dead city
I measure my body by this
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GREG POKARNEY

ONE NIGHT

I was in a divey gay bar the other night with my friend who enjoys pretendLg
that he's Roman Polanski, sometimes, but mostly just sits and drinks and
complains about the "awful state of American letters." The music playing
was bad but all the old guys in the place seemed content. I thought I saw my
grandpa, but remembering he's dead anyway, turned my head to the door.
In walks this oh-so-dreamy boy with velvet skin and black hair spiked up like
prom-punch. He sat down on the other end of the bar and ordered an adverb
and tonic. I had to think about Derek Jarman to keep from crying. My friend
leaned over to me and said, "You know, if he only had one big scar down the
side of his face, a really purple one, he'd be perfect ... "
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OPTIMIST

Sara will ride around
on her bike with Eric
and not know how to
count to fifty, but she
will know that fifty
dollars is a lot of money.
Eric will persuade her
down onto the mattress
like a lonely caterpillar
and she will sing songs
that remind him of when
his grandfather died.
I will pretend I am
drunk when I get the
call from Eric so I
don't have to get too
into it, when he's sobbing
so badly I can hear blood.
The men will stop short
of finding all of her,
thinking that one finger
doesn't make all that much
difference, even when it's
folded neatly in the corner,
quiet and shy as a butterfly.
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IN BED ONE NIGHT (COUPLE CHATTING)

What do you think about the rain? he said.
I ate shrimp. I hate shrimp! he screamed.
I think I'm gonna do laundry tomorrow. You've used up all of my undershirts,
he said.
" . . . scarecrow falls . Time, progress and good sense ... ," he read.
Is there anything good on TV? Letterman? he asked.
I called your mother about the dog. lt's dead. Nothing we can do about it, he
cried.
He wouldn't understand, he said.
This pillow is made of the wrong kind of feathers. I'm going to die! he sobbed.
Put it in the oven at 450 degrees and make sure to tum it off when you're
done, he suggested.
The elevator won't go to the basement. I've tried a hundred times and it keeps
on going past the basement to level H. Or was it N? I don 't remember my
watch keeps on moving all screwy and stuff, he said.
Our love is nothing more than a basket of German chocolate cakes that have
been left out in the rain too long and now look suspiciously like Esther Williams. Do you swim? Or did I just dream that about you and the beefcake hunk
over there by the window who is smiling at me with those fish lips, knowing
full welt that I won't let you cum in my mouth and he will so you will love
him like a desert with you in a convertible and the music playing Elvis and it's
just like you to leave the light on so I have to see his hideous member! Getting
hard at the first sign that I might fall asleep at any given second! He screamed.
Have you seen my new chicken? I got it last Thursday at that new little store
on Broadway. She' ll even talk! He clucked.
I love the way my hand rests on your back, spelling out the names of everyone
I've ever loved with my finger tips. And the way you move and smile and sigh
in your sleep, he said.
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DANIEL SCHWARZ

SUPPLICATION OF AN ENTITY

D
slippery silence
D
froths

D
smarting florescence0

minutia

D
of a

D
Satyr's wink
D

D
that drops anvil tears

D
for a

D
prosthetic fawn

D
cowering in the chancre sore

D
of a

D
caustic repository.
My recliner peers
out the window,
only gnawing its legs
with neutered futility.
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JEREMY ERIC TANENBAUM

UNEURYDICE

jan
uary 13teenth and then "hook'd
up" onjan
uary 2wenty2econd, then i
guess we were dating & he says
i guess we're "dating" and i got roses and i
gave him head and he
w
as stretched out on the seat of his Thunde
rbird he says we're "not dating" that w
as

jan
uary 2wenty5ifth it w
as wetsnowing I gu
ess i lost my virginity "like
when you say your n
ame over
and over and it's not
about you anym
ore onjan
uary 2wenty6ixth i kiss'd
him and i w
as
drunk i guess i

pass' d out and woke up after i had
a dream a
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bout red tigers and gentle Arab reeds he
held my head and with b
oth hands it
was so sweet but both hands were w
et i was als
o wet onjan
uary
2wenty9inth i thought of him on january 3irti0eth i got roses and i
stretched out on the seat of his Cavel
ier my red hair was w
etsnow and he says i guess it's "you" and
then "no" i sh
ake my red hair "no" by
then it was febr
uary lirst
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REY ESCOBAR

INVOCATION (EDUKASYON PARA SA PILIPINAS)

Marciano! Marciano! Marciano!
Oh, grandfather listen to my tangerine dreams!
I have always searched for my kalayaan!
It echoes within the walls of museums in American rooms
I can taste it en el agua y elfuego!
I see it inside myself passing project homes
Passing the Chicago River, I see it as reflections of Tondo
Of kalayaan sweeping fruit flies and swallowing the polluted air
To do a service to man: kalayaan, a woman
Persisted and insisted that she is Lualhati Bautista
She and I
Produkto ng baga na kumulo.
They say the youth of the Philippines
Provide rust and petroleum to the burning patalim
With their eyes stretched out to the sea
Anticipating the flame of the sun
The flame of city lights and Western billboards.
City; boa constrictor hanging on sky-scraper trees
Gabay and predator honored by hybrid eyes
Agrarian in their mind, those with lost belongings
Find themselves sleeping in Karitons
Bootlegging their Basho books for salvation
Army clothes.
City, replaces the baskets people would weave in past days
With Louie Vuitton bags and Tommy Hilfiger copycats
Proud of O/ongapo guapito styles
Not realizing that leather sucks in their skin.
Everything here is tropical.
Why not huts and parangs
Why these shadowy parks and moldy Waterloos.
Why not; How come
Lost questions turned around.
To show that there is no place to farm or fish in the city,
Unless you farm standing with your body
As the harvested edibles.
Labor will not provide comfort
More work less pay and shortening contract terms
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Fishing for factories is easier, though
Pero it requires folding like the makahiya
Or giving the foreman his virginal bait.
Even throwing him a bachelor party
Renting, for the night, the purest, whitest damn
Sampaguita you could have
For the equivalent of a college fund.
Why not, home come
These two questions turn around
Two equal parts gin and tap water.
In Kantos I greet them with shot glasses handed by
People from the same provincial town as I am.
They strum their guitarras with marijuana eyes
They make me think back to San Diego.
The day I was driving close to the Mexican border
And thought about cruising for some
Hashish.
Rolled into Manila version papers, here
Tambays call them tyungki;
Translated so because it sounds like tio.
The cool uncle
Who showed you how to smoke it.
Shh ...
Don't tell your tatay, my brother's keeper
Of the proud righteous name.
My tio loves to say
He would smile like an archangel.
We are angkan,
He would say,
So we must be true.
We are angkan so I'm rolling it just for you.
Pero totoy, this is too skinny.
Go run to Dapitan and
Ask for a pinch from the Rizalistas.
They add on Jose in their joints
So their bones will not crack like the Nara
They become as deadly as Kamagong
Carved as the weapon for Amis De Mayo.
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SUNSET

Behind a line of transplanted trees
The suns sets and creeps.
With vines of aerosol clouds
Enameled by vagrant colors
Invigorating and damned.
A sky filled with murals, I suppose,
Inspired by our industrial lungs
Pumping carbon air-sacks of meditations,
Along with our necessary apathy that sets
In velvet shroud of valued machinery and decay.
In quietude the sun sets and dips,
Inner pistons of hand-held immigrant limbs sink,
Incised needles drill the stitching of chronic hand work
Inflamed in the joints of my mother's existence,
Honor in the silk that gave the needle work worth.
Opposite
The East.
Where the splatter of green skin tone
Shows how filthy cash flows.
Here to the East, the smell of tunnel served with the bowl
of sunlight bums inside my eyes, half closed and lubricated
by the lake, by dusky fogs that float out of smokestacks
like sleepy musical notes composed for the departed.
I face.
Dragged by the hum of an engine driven wind locomotive.
Clanking myself into the junk of night, & alleys, & of rattled sidewalks.
The sun sets
As light pinches the day wanderers on the cracks of their spines.
It sets
As wind blows past asphalt fields of existence, bending blue wildflowers into Hooks
& into fingers of a myriad flute.
I bend.
Knees fold
A kneeling way.
My one half in obedience.
I bend,
Pick a fragment from a shattered bottle of hard liquor and
Flick it on to the side of the road.
Imagine a ripple expand at the epicenter of sound &
From urgency grows the rush within, while a hush surrounds &
The drone of street-lamps generate
The last act of sucking heat.
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The sun sets
& my self, in radiance of remembered
Nipa hut lanterns cast back to the twilight sky
With my shadow,
A clock ticking
A heartbeat's walk.
The sunset stares at my eye
& my eye,
cranked by celestial
sprocket wheel,
eyes black
& accepts
the synthesis
of having a sun.
With a mortal life
a day longer than any I've seen
& witnessed in my lifetime.
The sun sets
as mechanical
as we;
As I to the pen profess of my phantoms
& my embroidered insistence
to honor those
who set with their lives
in balance of faith
& reason;
As I to the sunset shout from within
like bell towers who cry
out the sacrament that pulsates
a landscape etched by colloquial take-overs;
As I take myself overseas,
where the sun sets to the West,
where my atlas is a sketch of migration waves
with their soft touch to the shore,
where islands float like halos
& on sunsets,
the greenery hangs
like a dense mist
smeared with charcoal that prods the flame
over the mulatto skin for terrain.
The sets
& I migrate like golden brown dusts,
assimilating to the current and chance breeze.
A lisp in the wind.
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JOHN PAUL DAVIS

LINES COMPOSED A COUPLE THOUSAND MILES AWAY FROM
SEATTLE, WHERE COPS WITH GUNS PROTECT BIG BUSINESS
FROM PROTESTERS WITH DANGEROUS PLACARDS

network news is a nightmare i'm forced to watch every night,
trapped between five and five-thirty.
in seattle, cops link together, an exoskeleton,
a hard machine of boots & visors & riot shields,
a hive-mind buzzing walkie-talkie code,
a barbed-wire spine, the stiff flesh of fists.
martial law means concentration camps are okay.
hey man, they' re just doing their jobs,
says a guy on the news.
no one told him
somebody had to buy them all that riot gear.
somebody put duct-tape xes on the sidewalk telling the police where to line up.

being a cop means never having to say you' re sorry.
i want to carry a sign for a good cause
so i can learn why some instinct
like a hot nerve with the insulation peeled back
won't let me believe that cops are the good guys.
it'd be a rough school, for sure,
bony knees press my neck to asphalt,
the spicing of my skin with pepper spray,
then meat-tenderizing nightsticks,
the shucking away of each constitutional right
until i ' m ready to be cooked in court.
rights are things you' re allowed to have until you need them.
i want to be strip-searched, so i can learn
the government's precise language of violation,
so i can feel like an underdeveloped nation
in the barbiturate arms of the world trade organization.
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i could let the surgical hands sweep over me,
dive into me. i would hire a lawyer
so i' d know the distinct pleasure
of not being allowed to call him.
i pay taxes
so the government can hire cops
to haul me away should i refuse
to pay taxes.
martial law means they can jail you for thinking.
an otherwise noble man i know says he votes
republican because i don't want anyone
to take away my stuff
in seattle, there's an alien landscape
of lingering tear gas, each wet particle
illuminated by the holy aura
of t. v. spotlights. transmitters throbbing
video signals up to satellites, to sell
us the idea that policemen are heroes.
on t.v., corporations are called "advertisers."
in congress, they're called "lobbyists."
the fraternal order of police calls them "distinguished donors."
police brutality is a noun edited out of news bulletins.
on-the-scene reporters wait while cops
crawl on their bellies through smoke
to beat their chests, make vulture noises, & declare
on national t.v.,
"we're not here to protect the people,
we're here to protect the property."
on the day
they were passing out brains to countries,
god ran out & all america
got was a network.
martial law means they can jail you for turning off the t. v.
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CURTIS CRISLER

DONT BE PISSING IN MY GREENS, WOMAN

born to west indies socialite
hoodoo mixed voodoo, half-creole, soul mama
delta mud under toenails
chicken heads under yo' bed
you denounce yo' "good half'
title name from affluent descendants
'cause you brown dark, dirty black
like those niggas near the bayou
like yo' father's black magic mama
your hands all up in it/ playin' w/ them roots
it's them drums I hear when I see yo' face
bumin' eye sockets wantin' souls to bow down
a jesus christ penis envy
hoochie-coochie mama
shoeless so delta mud cakes feet
w/ out panties, in violent sundress,
lingerin' on my porch
there's somethin' you want in yo' "hi y' all"
somethin' in those pies & gumbo you make
yo' wild hair, egyptian eyes, that sway in yo' strut
an intention needing an answer
you deny family titles of nana bouishoues (boo-shows)
but you solicit all else for my eyes
i don ' t eat yo' pies or gumbo
yo' greens, i gave to my brother
he's been actin' strange/ pussy-whipped zombie
full on yo' mo-jo
caught in yo' spell he rattles off
in dauntin' world inside his head
just stay away from me sista'
quit buryin' roots in my yard
it gives my dogs gas
don' t sing those heart-capturin' songs
shakin' yo' ass like that
please, don' t shake yo' ass like that
don't lick yo' lips
those fat, bulbous, brown-sugar babies
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don't play w/ my hair and giggle or
look at the full moon over the swamp
don't want to know sound copperhead makes in grass
or see through the eyes of a gator
stop grabbin' my ass when i'm workin'
leave it alone/ too (sin)sitive
what would madame bouishoues (boo-shows) say
smilin' devil dressed in strong, smooth, legs
don't provoke me to color myself weak
to be strong on top of you
i dare not that dream
19 years old and full of sass/ a retribution for daddy
true to his mama's black magic, you are
to shame those who own title to yo' name
to violate family crest w/ semen of first cousin, me
trouble follows you round and tight
under that tired sundress that clings to obvious curves
a place i fight not to encounter
i get strong and weak when you lick yo' lips
oak tree on its last limb
i fight yo' eyes, yo' mouth, my mother's heritage,
that crazy way my brother is
i hold things in my own hand at night
wishin' you out of my dreams
hurtin' from those tight bonds that bind family
like trash caught in delta backwash
desperate to revive trinkets of antiquity
to rebirth somethin' born creole
to harness that dark seasonin' in our semen
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CLARE KELLY

CRAMPED IN A DREAM

7 years old
the coffee table
square.
Mother and some handsome heavily
accented
Man passing
a joint.
He said, "She's one cool beach."
I wanted to be a cool beach, so I ate
Fistfuls of sand until
I got sick.
Pukemud
Mother wiped
My forehead and explained
Bitch 2 me.
17 days after waking
all teeth broke
on your skin.
and you said it was to
prevent me
from talking more poppycock
so I stopped
waiting
for you to
drop your guard
and I ate
and you still masturbate
and call me a bitch.
And talking was never much
Fun anyway
Just passing
Joints
Time.
27 minutes into your throat
you wanted to immolate,
well sorry
cupcake
I still haven't changed for you.
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What I see on TV:
A leg being humped by a
Skunk
Moonlight
that's love
broken bones
confusing the needs and
consuming the feel
on the one cool beach.
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DUSTIN DRASE
[PREPARED BOY MEETS CRISP GIRL]

Prepared boy meets crisp girl
talces a bitechews, swallows, repeats
eats sandwich
eats hummus
eats concrete
eats buildings: funeral parlors,
music halls, hospitals, VFW's, schools ...
flosses teeth with traffic lights
eats cop cars (dipped in chocolate)
looks at the world with wideeyedwonder
washes it down with flaccid rainwater
and motor oil
keeps it real to the underground

goes out at night with
half eaten crisp girl
wears synthetic pants (and shiny erotic underwear, shhhh !)
looks about; flops limbs on floor
talks to self when no/one is home,
cuz' nobody ever told him it was going to be like this
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STEPHANI IRYNE

GOD OR DADDY

Can't find the women
and if I knew but is it me
is it you who must wake her
either whore or tears not both
scream the catholic skirts
throw down your bibles
because the boys told great fiction
while Eve keeps the phone deaf
not discovering hands till sins later
mapping confessions in cursive
chanting mustache streak in fast shoes
where are the pretty-gone-boys
So I plead this one's face
he's hip diving into my belly
moves my skin unlieable sweat
contagious lips
why can't he can he
but God only replies
the other woman never
has the biggest fan club
I thought you knew
he's at home playing grown up
games with his little mama
Oh Anne, oh Eve, oh Mom
someone that proves here
was it God or Daddy
that kept yes's back round
caterpillar still
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ASHTRAY POETRY
(WAITING BY THE PHONE)

nicotine stained nervous crush
on its 4th year beat boy unaware
shh! to my interrupted knees
dial tone click, his alcoholic dish?
a pile of accordian cigarettes ashed
out a collection of lipstick minutes
11:30 passed 10 promised passiveness
do you remember speaking my street?
new pack led 2am bed flop phone discard
my good morning kitty-kat tom throat
scratching at the theory of being accessory
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LISA ROULLARD

SMALL WAYS TO FIGHT CHAOS

A shoehorn strikes order
giving foot
into shoe. First the efficient slip
over socked
heel, then bodyweight
succumbs to sole. An unsightly
pockmark
smothered with a blemish stick
is another relief. Don't think
we're tinting windows
just for people looking
in. And although
there's a lot of unnecessary
hair, can't a case
against entropy
be made? As we're plastic-bagging
our groceries so they're slick
like our sprayedin-place souls, folded clothes
returned to their drawersdrying racks
wring out their dowels
in air.
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KATHLEEN SAVINO

ORNAMENTS

mirrors flicked open, filed
to faces, fingernails.
Silicon is reminded of gloss
& jellyfish, homeless; cooked.
(occupation in tendrils, not garlands)
there is a mouth written entirely in poinsettiaA pentecost sign that reads fue,
corpuscles in every violin.
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MEGAN RAPADUSKI

FEVER 103

Canopied
And caught, dried fast
In this organic bunker
Heavy wet-heat
Wraps spindle legs in sweat
And crystal webs once unthinkable
Become inviting pillows in the roughage
Pale piranha
Whips frenzied into
Black water oceans
Wide mouthed
And mysterious
Lapping invitingly
To have me for dinner
Fuzzy 3 a.m. glass of water, then ...
Snow blind vision
Harkens dementia and name-calling
And frantic arm-rubbing
Recalling that blue is unattractive
Glistening snow-beast sled dogs rush
With warm brandy barrels blazing
And suddenly everything becomes utopian
On furry four-legged backs
That know their own way home.
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